Dubway Studios is a 24/7, multi-room, Avid-based, audio post-production facility in the heart of New York City’s financial district.

Post Production Audio

- Sound Editing
- Dialogue Editing
- Sound Design
- Foley
- ADR/Looping
- Mixing To Picture (5.1, LCR, stereo, etc.)
- Mastering/Audio Sweetening
- ISDN/Source-Connect for remote ADR/VO
- Tracking music to picture

Production Audio

- Location Sound Mixing for TV/Film
- Remote Multi-track Recording
- On-site consulting
- Talent/Crew Contracting

Creative

- Emmy-Winning Song Writing/Scoring (Rhumba)
- VO Talent contracting (AFTRA/SAG)
- Voice Direction/Production

Media

- Transfer/Digitizing analog media
- Analog Tape Baking/Restoration

Clients include: